Figure 1: How to get to Hello Monkey.

The dinner of the ARCADE workshop will be held in the restaurant Hello Monkey ([http://hellomonkey.net/magasinsgatan](http://hellomonkey.net/magasinsgatan)). Its address is Magasinsgatan 26 (D). The most direct way to get to it from the Lindholmen Science Park (i.e. conference location) is by taking bus 16 at the Lindholmen bus stop (A), with direction to Högsbohöjd. Then, one should go down at the stop Grönsakstorg (C). From there it is just a 2 minutes walk to the restaurant (D). Alternatively, one can take the ferry 285 at Lindholmspiren (E), with direction to Lilla Bommens Hamm. Then, one should go down at Stenpiren (B). From there is a 9 minutes walk to the restaurant (D).